What is the decision-making, funding and approval process for McGill’s new mega-hospital project?

The goal of this research project was to document the decision-making, funding and approval process for McGill’s new mega-hospital. I developed a two-part methodology to complete this goal. First, I conducted a literature review for any information regarding the organizational structure and decision making process. This included a review of any relevant MUHC and local newspaper articles. Second, I interviewed key stakeholders to fill in the gaps from the literature review and develop a more in-depth picture of the MUHC decision making process.

Key results:

The results for this research project correspond with the two-part methodology above. First, I completed a binder which includes all relevant newspaper articles, MUHC press releases and MUHC publications in chronological order. An electronic copy of the binder was submitted to Jason Prince and Lisa Bornstein.

Second, I created a graphic representation of the MUHC decision making structure. For demonstration purposes a snippet from this diagram is included below.